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Abstract
The morphological asymmetry of leading and following sunspots is a well-known characteristic of the solar
surface. In the context of the large-scale evolution of the surface magnetic ﬁeld, the asymmetry has been assumed
to have only a negligible effect. Using the surface ﬂux transport (SFT) model, we show that the morphological
asymmetry of leading and following sunspots has a signiﬁcant impact on the evolution of the large-scale magnetic
ﬁeld on the solar surface. By evaluating the effect of the morphological asymmetry of each bipolar magnetic region
(BMR), we observe that the introduction of asymmetry to the BMR model signiﬁcantly reduces the contribution to
the polar magnetic ﬁeld, especially for large and high-latitude BMRs. Strongly asymmetric BMRs can even reverse
regular polar ﬁeld formation. The SFT simulations based on the observed sunspot record show that the introduction
of morphological asymmetry reduces the root-mean-square difference from the observed axial dipole strength by
30%–40%. These results indicate that the morphological asymmetry of leading and following sunspots has a
signiﬁcant effect on the solar cycle prediction.
Key words: Sun: activity – Sun: photosphere – sunspots

Morphological asymmetry was rarely studied in the context
of solar cycle and polar ﬁeld formation. In this context, the
latitudinal dependence of the tilt angle (Joy’s law; Hale et al.
1919) has been studied as a key process in polar ﬁeld reversal.
In the standard view of polar ﬁeld formation (Figure 1(a)), the
tilt angle of the bipolar magnetic region (BMR) in the low
latitude produces cross-equatorial transport in the magnetic ﬂux
of the leading polarity. This cross-equatorial ﬂux is advected
and diffused to the polar region and contributes to the reversal
and buildup of the polar magnetic ﬁeld.
Meanwhile, we noted that the size asymmetry of sunspot
pairs in a BMR will also affect the polar ﬁeld formation
qualitatively (Figure 1(b)). The magnetic ﬁeld distribution of
the following sunspot is more diffuse (spatially wider) than that
of the leading sunspot. Thus, a spatially larger following
magnetic patch is more likely to be transported across the
equator than the leading patch. This process will cancel the
polarity of the cross-equatorial ﬂux from the leading sunspots
and will prevent the formation of the polar magnetic ﬁeld. As
only a few studies have been done on the effect of size
asymmetry of sunspots on the formation of the polar magnetic
ﬁeld, its quantitative effect is unknown. In this study, we
investigate the effect of the size asymmetry of a sunspot pair in
BMR on the formation of a polar magnetic ﬁeld using the SFT
model. We evaluate the dependence of the contribution to the
polar magnetic ﬁeld on the parameters of each BMR and
quantify the impact on the surface ﬁeld evolution based on the
observed sunspot records.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we describe our SFT code, and the BMR model is introduced in
the simulations. We initiate the experiments on the asymmetry
of a single BMR in Section 3. Section 4 is dedicated to
inferring the asymmetry parameter of the BMR model from the
observed asymmetry of the leading- and following-sunspot

1. Introduction
The formation process of the polar magnetic ﬁeld on the
solar surface is important for understanding and predicting
long-term solar magnetic activity. The polar magnetic ﬁeld at
cycle minimum reveals a strong correlation with the amplitude
of the next solar cycle (Schatten et al. 1978; Schatten 2005;
Svalgaard et al. 2005; Wang & Sheeley 2009; Muñoz-Jaramillo
et al. 2013). The precursor method based on the polar ﬁeld
observation is one of the few promising methods for solar cycle
prediction (Hathaway et al. 1999; Petrovay 2010; Pesnell 2012).
Prediction using the polar ﬁeld has been extended with the
surface ﬂux transport (SFT) model, which predicts the polar
magnetic ﬁeld based on the sunspot data (Upton & Hathaway
2014b; Cameron et al. 2016; Hathaway & Upton 2016; Iijima
et al. 2017; Jiang et al. 2018). An accurate and long-term
prediction of the polar magnetic ﬁeld is desired for solar cycle
prediction.
The morphological asymmetry between leading and following
sunspots is a well-known feature observed in the solar
photosphere (Grotrian & Künzel 1950, as cited in Babcock
1961). The morphological asymmetry has been observed in
various aspects such as spatial size and shape (e.g., Zwaan 1981),
sunspot area (e.g., Muraközy et al. 2014; Tlatov et al.
2014, 2015), magnetic ﬁeld (e.g., Zagainova et al. 2017), spatial
separation (e.g., van Driel-Gesztelyi & Petrovay 1990; Cauzzi &
van Driel-Gesztelyi 1998), and sometimes with the geometrical
asymmetry of ﬂux tube (e.g., east–west inclination; Fan 2009).
The physical origin of this asymmetry has been studied in the
context of magnetic ﬂux emergence and active region formation
using a thin ﬂux tube model (e.g., Fan et al. 1993; Caligari et al.
1995; Weber et al. 2011) and magnetohydrodynamic simulation
(e.g., Fan 2008; Rempel & Cheung 2014; Chen et al. 2017). For
a discussion and the explanation of morphological asymmetry,
please refer to Fisher et al. (2000) and Fan (2009).
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2016). The above equations were solved using the second-order
central difference method in space and the second-order strongstability-preserving Runge–Kutta method in time (Gottlieb et al.
2009). An equally spaced latitudinal grid of 0°. 176 (∼2.14 Mm)
was used in all simulations described in this paper.
2.2. Model of BMR
The ﬂux emergence term S(θ, t) is one of the greatest
uncertainties of SFT models. Various kinds of detailed
structures of the ﬂux emergence term have been suggested
(Jiang et al. 2014b). We follow the approach by Cameron et al.
(2010) and extend the model according to the size asymmetry
of the leading and following sunspots. In this paper, we
describe the BMR model in two-dimensional form. The onedimensional version of the BMR model can be derived by
averaging each BMR in the longitudinal direction as described
in Appendix A.
Each BMR is a sum of two magnetic patches with opposite
polarities,
BBMR (q , f) = s L B L (q , f) + s F B F (q , f) ,

where the superscripts L and F denote the leading and
following polarities, respectively, and s L(=−s F) represents
the sign of the leading magnetic polarity. Following van
Ballegooijen et al. (1998), the spatial proﬁle of each magnetic
polarity M(=L, F) can be approximated by

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the effects of the sunspot tilt angle (panel a)
and size asymmetry (panel b) on the cross-equatorial ﬂux transport and
formation of the polar magnetic ﬁeld. Thin gray arrows indicate the poleward
transport by the meridional ﬂow.

areas. Section 5 describes the simulations of multiple solar
cycles and the effect of the sunspot area asymmetry with
realistic parameters. We summarize and discuss the results in
Section 6.

⎡ 2 (1 - cos b M ) ⎤
M
B M (q , f) = Bmax
exp ⎢ ⎥
⎣
⎦
(d M )2

(3 )

cos b M = cos q cos q M + sin q sin q M cos (f - f M ) ,

(4 )

and

where
is the maximum strength of the magnetic ﬁeld, δ M
is the spatial size in radians, and β M is the distance from the
center of the polarity.
The positions of two magnetic patches in the BMR are
deﬁned as
M
Bmax

2. Surface Flux Transport Model
We used the SFT model to approximate the evolution of the
large-scale magnetic ﬁeld on the solar photosphere. In this
study, a one-dimensional variant of the SFT model was used
because the azimuthally averaged evolution of the surface
magnetic ﬁeld with axisymmetric velocity and magnetic
diffusion can be exactly reproduced by the one-dimensional
SFT model (e.g., Cameron & Schüssler 2007).
2.1. Basic Equation
The basic equation of the one-dimensional version of the
SFT model can be written as
¶BR
¶
1
+
(BR Vq sin q )
¶t
R☉ sin q ¶q
¶ ⎛
¶BR ⎞
1
⎜h sin q
⎟ + S (q , t ) ,
= 2
H
¶q ⎠
R☉ sin q ¶q ⎝

(2 )

q L = qc + 0.5sl Db sin a ,

(5 )

q F = qc - 0.5sl Db sin a ,

(6 )

f L = fc + 0.5Db cos a (sin q )-1 ,

(7)

f F = fc - 0.5Db cos a (sin q )-1 ,

(8)

where sλ is the sign of the latitude λ=π/2−θ, (θc, fc) is the
central location of a BMR, α is the tilt angle with respect to
the longitudinal direction, and Δβ is the separation between the
two polarities.
The magnetic ﬂux of each polarity can be approximated by

(1 )

M
F M ~ pR☉2 (d M )2 Bmax

where θ is the colatitude, R☉ is the radius of the Sun (∼696 Mm),
BR is the radial component of the magnetic ﬁeld, Vθ is the velocity
of the meridional ﬂow, ηH is the coefﬁcient of the horizontal
turbulent diffusion, and S(θ, t) is the contribution of the emergence
of new BMRs. We used an analytical expression of the meridional
ﬂow described in van Ballegooijen et al. (1998). The turbulent
magnetic diffusivity was set to 250 km2 s−1 (e.g., Cameron et al.

(9 )

when the spatial sizes of the sunspots are sufﬁciently smaller
than the solar radius (Appendix A). Ignoring the cancellation
between the two polarities (when the BMR is introduced into
simulations), the total magnetic ﬂux of the BMR is deﬁned by
Ftot = F L + F F .

2

(10)
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Figure 2. Contribution of a Gaussian magnetic patch to the polar magnetic ﬁeld (southern net hemispheric ﬂux after ﬁve years normalized by the magnetic ﬂux of the
initial patch). Panel (a): normalized hemispheric ﬂux as a function of the size δ and central latitude λc of the magnetic patch at the initial state. Horizontal white lines
show the central latitude of 5° (solid), 10° (dotted), and 20° (dashed). Panel (b): normalized hemispheric ﬂux as a function of the initial patch size δ at the central
latitude λc of 5° (solid), 10° (dotted), and 20° (dashed).

The magnetic ﬂux of the BMR should be balanced between the
two polarities as
L
F
Bmax
(d L )2 ~ Bmax
(d F )2

described in this section. The southern net hemispheric ﬂux
was chosen to evaluate the cross-equatorial transport of the
magnetic ﬂux from the northern hemisphere because it
becomes positive if the positive polarity in the northern
hemisphere is transported into the southern hemisphere. We
run each simulation for ﬁve years after inserting a Gaussian
magnetic patch, and we used the net hemispheric ﬂux at the
ﬁnal snapshot as the measure of the contribution to the polar
ﬁeld formation. The time derivative of the net hemispheric ﬂux
indicates the magnetic ﬂux transported across the equator per
unit time. By evaluating the net hemispheric ﬂux at the ﬁnal
snapshot (starting from zero net hemispheric ﬂux), one can
determine the total magnetic ﬂux transported across the equator
to the opposite hemisphere, which is approximately proportional to the contribution of the BMR to the axial dipole
strength or the polar magnetic ﬁeld strength several years after
the BMR emergence. The parameter survey on the maximum
ﬁeld strength Bmax was avoided by normalizing the ﬁnal net
hemispheric ﬂux with the magnetic ﬂux of a single Gaussian
magnetic patch (see Equation (34)).
Figure 2 presents the effect of the initial size δ of a single
positive magnetic patch on the ﬁnal net hemispheric ﬂux of the
ﬁve-year SFT run. The result clearly indicates the importance
of the initial size of the magnetic patch on the polar ﬁeld
formation. The dependence on the initial patch size becomes
stronger in the higher latitude; the ratio of the normalized
hemispheric ﬂux between δ=10° and δ=1° is 1.3, 2.1, and
9.8 at the central latitude of 5°, 10°, and 20°, respectively. This
result is contrary to the assumption used in several previous
studies (e.g., van Ballegooijen et al. 1998; Baumann et al.
2004; Cameron et al. 2010) that the initial size of the magnetic
patch does not strongly affect the polar ﬁeld buildup.

(11)

to avoid the generation of a magnetic monopole.
In summary, each BMR can be characterized by eight
parameters: the date of appearance, central position (θc, fc),
inclination angle α, separation between dipoles Δβ, total
unsigned ﬂux Φ=ΦL+ΦF, and the Gaussian width of each
polarity (δ L, δ F) (or the maximum magnetic ﬁeld strength of
L
F
, Bmax
)).
each polarity (Bmax
3. Effect of Asymmetry in a Single BMR
3.1. Contribution of an Isolated Gaussian Magnetic Patch to
the Polar Magnetic Field
As a ﬁrst step to analyze the polar ﬁeld buildup by a single
imposed BMR at the northern hemisphere, we investigated the
characteristics of a Gaussian magnetic patch, which is a
building block of a BMR. One Gaussian magnetic patch is
characterized by three parameters: maximum ﬁeld strength
Bmax, width of Gaussian magnetic patch δ, and location of the
Gaussian center (fc, λc). As we focus on the evolution of the
azimuthally averaged surface magnetic ﬁeld, the central
longitude fc of the magnetic patch does not affect the result.
The contribution to the polar magnetic ﬁeld can be quantiﬁed
by the (southern) net hemispheric ﬂux (e.g., Cameron et al.
2013),
FSH =

0

òSH BR dA = R☉2 ò-p 2 ò0

2p

BR (l , f) df cos ldl.
(12)

Practically, this quantity is not affected by the hemispheric
asymmetry because the net ﬂux in the northern hemisphere
must be canceled by the net ﬂux in the southern hemisphere
when the magnetic monopole is absent. In this study, we
violated the divergence-free condition between the hemispheres
only in a numerical test with a single Gaussian magnetic patch

3.2. Effect of Asymmetry in a Pair of Gaussian Magnetic
Patches (BMR)
To characterize the size asymmetry between the leading and
following polarities, we used the square of the ratio of the size
3
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Figure 3. Effect of asymmetric sunspots on the contribution to the polar magnetic ﬁeld by the emergence of a single BMR. Illustrated are the net hemispheric ﬂuxes
after ﬁve years of normalization by the total (leading + following) unsigned magnetic ﬂux of the BMR with (a) fδ=1.0 (symmetric case), (b) fδ=1.5 (weakly
asymmetric case), and (c) fδ=2.0 (strongly asymmetric case). The white dotted lines indicate the location of zero contribution to the polar magnetic ﬁeld.

magnetic ﬁeld with greater strength (Figure 2). We further
carried out a simpliﬁed analysis on the diffusion process of a
BMR (Appendix B). The analysis shows that the asymmetry of
larger BMRs continues longer than that of smaller BMRs,
which is also consistent with the strong dependence on the size
of BMRs shown in Figure 3.

of the leading and following magnetic patches deﬁned by
⎛ d F ⎞2
BL
fd = ⎜ L ⎟ ~ max
.
F
⎝d ⎠
Bmax

(13)

We assumed two relations to avoid the large number of free
parameters to describe one BMR: ﬁrst, the tilt angle was
deﬁned by the central latitude of a BMR as a = ginflow Tn ∣l∣
following Cameron et al. (2010), where ginﬂow=0.7 is a factor
accounting for the active region inﬂow and Tn=1.4. Second,
the separation between the opposite polarities was set to be
proportional to the spatial size of the leading polarity
Δβ=δ L/0.4=2.5δ L, where the proportional constant 0.4
was chosen to maintain consistency with previous studies (e.g.,
van Ballegooijen et al. 1998; Cameron et al. 2010).
Figure 3 depicts the effect of the size asymmetry in a BMR
on the formation of the polar magnetic ﬁeld, measured by
the net hemispheric ﬂux after ﬁve years of normalization by the
total (leading + following) unsigned magnetic ﬂux of the
BMR. We assumed a positive polarity of the leading magnetic
patch such that the positive (southern) net hemispheric ﬂux
indicates the net transport of the leading polarity across the
equator. In the symmetric case ( fδ=1.0; Figure 3(a)), a part of
the magnetic ﬂux of the leading polarity (several percent) is
transported across the equatorial region without being cancelled by the opposite polarity and contributes to the polar
magnetic ﬁeld. The contribution becomes highest in the
moderately low latitude of around 5°–10° as the BMRs in
the lower latitude have very small tilt angles. The size
dependence of the cross-equatorial ﬂux found in Section 3.1
is also conﬁrmed here for BMRs. In the weakly asymmetric
case ( fδ=1.5; Figure 3(b)), the amount of the cross-equatorial
ﬂux becomes smaller than the asymmetric case, especially in
higher latitudes (λc>15°). When the asymmetry becomes
stronger ( fδ=2.0; Figure 3(c)), the emergence of BMRs above
λc>5° prevents the natural formation of the polar magnetic
ﬁeld as the magnetic ﬂux of the following polarity is
transported across the equator.
The results also demonstrate that spatially broader BMRs
tend to be affected by the size asymmetry between the leading
and following polarities. This is a natural consequence because
the larger single magnetic polarity contributes to the polar

4. Conjectured Asymmetry Parameter in the Real Sun
In this section, we conjecture the possible value of the
asymmetry parameter fδ from observational constraints,
especially on the asymmetry of the sunspot area between the
leading and following sunspots (Tlatov et al. 2014). To reach
this goal, we deﬁne the “sunspot area” of a BMR approximated
by two Gaussian magnetic patches. Although the real sunspot
does not exhibit such an idealized spatial shape, we use this
simpliﬁed BMR model to avoid the large number of new free
parameters not constrained by the observation.
4.1. Deﬁnition of Sunspot Area in a Single
Gaussian Magnetic Patch
First, we introduced the concept of “sunspot area” on a
magnetic monopole region as a building block of a BMR (see
Figure 4). We set a threshold strength of the magnetic ﬁeld BT
and deﬁned the “sunspot” of a Gaussian magnetic patch as a
region where the magnetic ﬁeld strength exceeds the threshold
strength. Given the spatial Gaussian width δ and the maximum
ﬁeld strength Bmax in addition to the threshold value, we can
derive the sunspot area Aspot and magnetic ﬂux in the sunspot
Φ. Inversely, if the total monopole magnetic ﬂux (sunspot ﬂux
plus nonsunspot ﬂux) and the sunspot area are given, we can
compute the width and the peak ﬁeld strength of the Gaussian
patch. For simplicity, we omitted the superscript M=L, F in
this subsection.
We used a functional form of a monopole magnetic patch
(see Equation (3)) deﬁned by
B (r ) = Bmax exp ( - r 2 d 2) ,

(14)

where r is the distance from the Gaussian center measured in
units of radian. The total (sunspot plus nonsunspot) magnetic
4
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Figure 4. Example of (a) leading and (b) following magnetic patches in the BMR model used in Sections 4 and 5. The top panels show the cross sections of the
magnetic patches across each peak position. The bottom panels show the two-dimensional proﬁle of the modeled magnetic patch. The region inside the sunspot
(Br>BT) is shaded gray. Dashed lines indicate Br=BT. The parameters used in the BMR model are fspot=0.4, c=2e/(1+fspot), and Aspot=1000 msh, which
give the average sunspot ﬁeld strength of Bspot=1.53BT and the parameter of the size asymmetry fδ=2.25.

ﬂux is given by
F = pR☉2 Bmax d 2.

when we discuss the asymmetry of the sunspot area in the
following sections. From the deﬁnition range of the Lambert W
function, the relation

(15)

If we assume a round sunspot, the radius of the sunspot δspot
and the sunspot area should satisfy the relation
Aspot =

pR☉2 d 2spot.

0<

(16)

(17)

Bmax

(18)

2

⎡
⎛ BT Aspot ⎞ ⎤-1 2
.
⎟⎥
= dspot ⎢ - W0 ⎜ ⎝
⎣
F ⎠⎦

(22)

4.2. Deﬁnition of Sunspot Area Asymmetry
We are now ready to discuss the relation between the
asymmetry of the leading and following Gaussian magnetic
patches in a BMR and the observationally constrained
asymmetry of the leading- and following-sunspot areas. In
the discussion below, we ignore the cancellation of opposite
polarities for simplicity. In this study, we deﬁned the
asymmetry parameter as a ratio between the areas of the
leading and following sunspots:

(19)

where W0(x) is the principal branch of the Lambert W function.
The spatial width of the Gaussian patch δ is given as
⎛
⎞1
F
⎜
⎟
d=
⎝ pR☉2 Bmax ⎠

(21)

From the above procedure, we can obtain the width δ and peak
value Bmax of a Gaussian magnetic patch as a function of the
sunspot area Aspot, the total ﬂux of the monopole Φ, and the
threshold magnetic ﬁeld strength BT.

The solution of the equation is given by
⎛ BT Aspot ⎞
F
=W0 ⎜ ⎟,
Aspot ⎝
F ⎠

1
e

0 < Bmax  F Aspot , dspot  d.

Eliminating the Gaussian width δ from the above relations,
we can get an equation for the peak ﬁeld strength Bmax as
⎡ Aspot Bmax ⎤
Bmax exp ⎢ ⎥ = B T.
⎣
⎦
F

F



should be satisﬁed to obtain the real positive value of Bmax and
δ. When this relation is satisﬁed, the allowed range of the
solution is given by

The magnetic ﬁeld strength at the edge of the sunspot
B(r=δspot) should be equal to the threshold strength BT as
BT = Bmax exp ( - d 2spot d 2).

BT Aspot

(20)

If the total ﬂux is proportional to the sunspot area as
Φ/Aspot=const., Bmax and δ/δspot do not depend on the actual
value of the sunspot area Aspot. This characteristic is useful

fspot =

5

F
Aspot
L
Aspot

⎛ d F ⎞2
spot
= ⎜⎜ L ⎟⎟ .
d
⎝ spot ⎠

(23)
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To use the observationally constrained value of the average
magnetic ﬁeld strength in a sunspot, we deﬁned the average
sunspot area in a BMR Bspot. The magnetic ﬂux in the sunspot
region of each polarity can be written as
M
Fspot
= F M [1 - e-(dspot
M

d M )2 ]

=

Fspot ⎛
B ⎞
⎜1 - MT ⎟.
2 ⎝
Bmax ⎠

(28)

From the deﬁnition, Bspot can be derived as
Bspot =

The sum of the leading- and following-sunspot areas should be
equal to the sunspot group area as

Aspot
1 + fspot

F
, Aspot
=

fspot Aspot
1 + fspot

(25)

As an example, we discuss the case when the total (leading
plus following) magnetic ﬂux is proportional to the sunspot
area as
Ftot = cBT Aspot ,

(26)

where c is a parameter that describes the amount of the total
magnetic ﬂux in a BMR relative to the lower bound of the
magnetic ﬂux in sunspots BTAspot. The magnetic ﬂuxes of
the leading and following polarities were assumed to be the
equipartition ΦL=ΦF=Φtot/2. From the deﬁnition range of
the Lambert W function, we can obtain the lower limit of the
parameter c as
c

2e
º cmin ,
1 + fspot

(29)

To quantify the effect of the sunspot area asymmetry in the
SFT process, we carried out SFT simulations based on the
observed sunspot record from Cycles 21 to 24. We used the
USAF/NOAA SOON data fromhttp://solarcyclescience.
com/activeregions.html to constrain our BMR model. The
sunspot group areas and locations were chosen at the timing of
the maximum group area. As shown by Muñoz-Jaramillo et al.
(2015), the number of the small sunspot groups in the SOON
data is erroneous when the group area is smaller than around
100 msh. In the simulations of this study, we excluded the
active region with sunspot group area less than 100 msh. The
tilt angle is determined following Cameron et al. (2010) as in
Section 3 except using the cycle-dependent factor Tn to
simulate multiple solar cycles (Cameron et al. 2010; Jiang et al.
2011, 2018). The separation between polarities is modeled as
in Section 3. The initial condition of the magnetic ﬁeld is the
quasi-steady solution proposed by van Ballegooijen et al.
(1998).
Consequently, the free parameters that remained in our BMR
model are the strength of the initial condition, threshold
strength of the magnetic ﬁeld BT, fraction of the nonspot
magnetic ﬂux c, and cycle-dependent factor of the tilt angle Tn
for n=21, 22, 23, and 24. Using the linearity of the SFT
model on the magnetic ﬁeld, we determined the strength of the
initial condition and threshold strength of the magnetic ﬁeld BT
by minimizing the L2 norm of the difference between the
simulated and observed axial dipole strengths. The Wilcox
Solar Observatory (WSO) synoptic magnetogram was used as
the reference observation. We optimized other free parameters
using the grid search with the parameter range and step size
given in Table 1.
We did not optimize the asymmetry parameter fspot. Instead,
we used fspot=0.4 as the typical value inferred from the
observational data (Tlatov et al. 2014). The simulation with
the symmetric spots ( fspot=1.0) was also carried out for the
purpose of comparison.
The optimal parameters and residual errors are shown in
Table 2. We note that the resultant error of the axial dipole
strength was several tens of percent smaller when the area

(24)

.

cBT ⎛
B
B ⎞
⎜2 - LT - FT ⎟.
2 ⎝
Bmax
Bmax ⎠

5. Effect of Asymmetry in the Whole Solar Cycle

which leads to
L
Aspot
=

L
F
Aspot
+ Aspot

=

M
BT is a function of c and fspot, the ratio Bspot/BT
As Bmax
depends only on c and fspot. Figure 6 illustrates the parameter
dependence of the normalized average strength of the sunspot
magnetic ﬁeld Bspot/BT (panel a) and the dependence of the
ratio between the total magnetic ﬂux and sunspot ﬂux
Φtot/BspotAspot (panel b). These quantities are used to constrain
the free parameter c from the observational data in the latter
part of this paper.

Figure 5. Relation between the asymmetries of patch sizes in the BMR model
and observed sunspot area. Each line represents a different value of c =
Ftot (BT Aspot ). Depicted are the cases with c = cmin = 2e (1 + fspot ) (solid),
c=3 (dotted), c=4 (dashed), c=5 (dashed–dotted), and c=6 (longdashed).

L
F
Aspot = Aspot
+ Aspot
,

L
F
Fspot
+ Fspot

(27)

assuming that the sunspot area of the leading polarity is equal
to or greater than that of the following polarity as fspot1.
We have now acquired a tool to speculate on the possible
asymmetry of patch sizes in our BMR model from the
asymmetry of the leading- and following-sunspot areas
(Figure 5). As expected, the smaller following-sunspot area
produces a wider Gaussian patch with the following-sunspot
polarity. We note that the asymmetry of the patch size fδ is a
function of both the sunspot area asymmetry fspot and the total
ﬂux factor c. The smaller value of c produces a stronger
asymmetry of fδ for constant fspot. With the observational value
of the sunspot area asymmetry fspot∼0.4 (Tlatov et al. 2014),
we obtain the BMR asymmetry fδ∼1.3−2.2 for cminc6.
In the subsequent section, the possible value of c will be
determined by comparing the observed and simulated surface
magnetic ﬁelds.
6
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Figure 6. Dependence of (a) the normalized average magnetic ﬁeld strength in sunspots BT/BT and (b) the ratio between the total magnetic ﬂux and sunspot ﬂux Φtot/
(BspotAspot) on the total ﬂux factor c=Φtot/(BTAtot). Depicted are fspot=2e/c−1 (solid), fspot=10−3 (dotted), fspot=0.2 (dashed), fspot=0.4 (dotted–dashed), and
fspot=1.0 (long-dashed).

Figure 7. Axial dipole strength of the optimal solutions shown in Table 2.
Shown are the cases without asymmetry ( fspot=1.0; red solid), with
asymmetry ( fspot=0.4; blue solid), and the observation by WSO (black
dotted).
Table 1
Range and Step Size of Free Parameters used for the Optimization of the
Multiple Cycle Simulations
c−cmin

T21

T22

T23

T24

11
5.0
0.0
0.5

16
2.0
0.5
0.1

16
2.0
0.5
0.1

16
2.0
0.5
0.1

16
2.0
0.5
0.1

No. of grids
Max
Min
Step

Figure 8. Magnetic butterﬂy diagram of the optimal solutions shown in
Table 2. Illustrated are the cases without asymmetry ( fspot=1.0; panel a), with
asymmetry ( fspot=0.4; panel b), the observed magnetogram by WSO (panel
c), and the observed magnetogram by NSO (panel d). The NSO synoptic
magnetogram was calibrated to reproduce the axial dipole strength derived
from the WSO data (see the body text in Appendix C for details).

value of approximately 1–2 kilogauss in both cases, which
provides the physical consistency to our approach.
Figure 7 shows the temporal evolution of the axial dipole
strength in the optimal solutions. With the effect of the area
asymmetry ( fspot=0.4), the timing of the axial dipole reversal
is earlier than the symmetric case and closer to the observation.
Near the end of each cycle, the symmetric case ( fspot=1.0)
exhibited the continuous ampliﬁcation of the axial dipole
strength until the end of each cycle. Meanwhile, the
asymmetric case exhibited a gradual decrease of the axial
dipole strength several years before the end of each cycle.
The area asymmetry of the sunspots provided stronger
enhancement to the “grainy” structure in the activity belts of
the magnetic butterﬂy diagram (Figure 8). As the asymmetry

Table 2
Optimal Parameters and Residual Errors with fspot=0.4 and 1.0
Cases
fspot=1.0
fspot=0.4

BT (G)

c−cmin

T21

T22

T23

T24

Errora (G)

1830
1670

0.0
0.0

1.0
1.4

1.4
1.5

1.1
1.3

1.9
1.6

3.50
2.18

Note.
a
Root-mean-square error of the axial dipole strength from the WSO data.

asymmetry of the sunspots is considered. The threshold
strength of the magnetic ﬁeld, which indicates the magnetic
ﬁeld strength at the boundary of the sunspots, has an optimal
7
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6. Summary and Discussion
In this paper, we studied, for the ﬁrst time, the effect of the
morphological asymmetry between leading and following
sunspots on the polar magnetic ﬁeld by using the SFT model.
We note that the morphological asymmetry of active regions
prevents polar ﬁeld buildup depending on the latitudinal
location and spatial size of BMRs. As observational studies on
the morphological asymmetry in this context are severely
limited compared to the other asymmetries within a BMR (e.g.,
Joy’s law), we infer the BMR parameters from the observed
ratio of the sunspot area. According to the SFT simulations of
the last four solar cycles, the inclusion of the morphological
asymmetry reduces the root-mean-square difference from the
observed axial dipole strength by 30%–40%. However, we
further observed that the polar magnetic ﬁeld of the simulation
with asymmetric BMRs deviates from the observation near the
end of Cycle 21. As the purpose of this paper is to present the
qualitative and quantitative effects of the morphological
asymmetry on the polar ﬁeld formation, we retain this problem
for future studies.
The anomalously long cycle minimum between Cycles 23
and 24 and the resulting weak polar ﬁeld has been a target of
broad discussion (Hathaway 2015; Petrie 2015). With regard to
the origin of this weak and long duration of the Cycle 23/24
minimum, a wide variety of explanations has been investigated,
such as the abnormal tilt angle near the cycle minimum (Jiang
et al. 2015), the active region inﬂow (e.g., Haber et al. 2002;
Zhao & Kosovichev 2004), high gradient of the meridional
ﬂow at low latitude (Schrijver & Liu 2008; Wang et al. 2009;
Jiang et al. 2013), temporal variation of the meridional ﬂow
(Upton & Hathaway 2014a), or the global-scale decay of the
polar magnetic ﬁeld (e.g., Schrijver et al. 2002; Baumann et al.
2006; Virtanen et al. 2017). We observe that the long ﬂat
proﬁle of the Cycle 23/24 minimum can be reproduced by
including the effect of the morphological asymmetry between
the leading and following sunspots (Figure 7). The result
suggests that the morphological asymmetry may be a new
candidate for the origin of the long minimum between Cycles
23 and 24. A similar ﬂat proﬁle near the cycle minimum is
observed in the last few cycles with the axial dipole strength
(Iijima et al. 2017) and polar microwave brightness temperature
(Gopalswamy et al. 2018). For older cycles, Muñoz-Jaramillo
et al. (2012) provided measurements of polar faculae that do
not always show the temporal ﬂatness before the cycle
minimum. Further studies are required to understand the role
of morphological asymmetry in the temporal proﬁle of the
polar magnetic ﬁeld.
We assumed that the sunspot asymmetry parameter fspot is
constant in time and latitude. Tlatov et al. (2014) reported the
time dependence and hemispheric asymmetry of fspot. In
addition, it is natural to expect that fspot exhibits latitudinal
dependence on the Coriolis force (e.g., Fan et al. 1993; Rempel
& Cheung 2014) with a random scatter by the convective ﬂow
(Weber et al. 2011). These effects were not considered in our
BMR model. Further observational works should be carried out
focusing on the statistical properties of the leading and
following asymmetry in sunspots.
In the optimization of free parameters in Section 5, we
implicitly assumed that all of the cycle dependencies are caused
by the cycle-to-cycle difference of the mean tilt angle. There
are various possible sources of the cycle dependencies of the
SFT models, such as the temporal variation and nonlinearity of

Figure 9. Polar magnetic ﬁeld strength averaged over ∣l∣  55 of the optimal
solutions shown in Table 2. Shown are the cases without asymmetry
( fspot=1.0; red), with asymmetry ( fspot=0.4; blue), and the observation by
WSO (black). The polar ﬁelds in the northern and southern hemispheres are
shown by the solid and dashed lines, respectively.

reduces the contribution of the polar magnetic ﬁeld if the BMR
ﬂux is constant as shown in Section 3, a greater amount of the
magnetic ﬂux is required to realize the observed axial dipole
strength. The increase of the magnetic ﬂuxes in the activity
belts is sometimes preferred in the SFT model because the
observed butterﬂy diagram tends to show more “grainy”
activity belts (Jiang et al. 2014a). In addition to the scatter of
the tilt angle (Jiang et al. 2014a), the asymmetry of the leading
and following sunspots can be a new candidate that increases
the average net unsigned ﬂux at the low latitudes without
increasing the net ﬂux at high latitudes. Both simulations
showed a stronger magnetic ﬁeld in the low latitude than in the
WSO synoptic magnetogram, which is caused by the limited
spatial resolution of the WSO observation. For comparison
with the observed magnetic butterﬂy diagram, we used the
synoptic magnetogram data of the National Solar Observatory
(NSO; see Appendix C for the calibration of the NSO data).
The strong enhancement of the activity belt in Cycles 21 and 22
observed by NSO (panel d) showed better agreement with the
SFT simulation of fspot=0.4 (panel b). The enhancement of
the activity belt observed by NSO (panel d) was weaker in
Cycles 23 and 24. Both simulations showed greater enhancement of the activity belt than the NSO data in Cycle 24.
Considering the difference between the observational instruments, it appears to be difﬁcult to decide which simulation
shows better agreement with the observation in these cycles.
Further quantitative analysis should be carried out in future
studies.
As we optimized the solutions by minimizing the difference
from the observed axial dipole strength, it was not guaranteed
that the optimized solution would also demonstrate good
correspondence with the observed polar magnetic ﬁeld
strength. The solution with the sunspot area asymmetry tended
to show the timing of the polar ﬁeld reversal closer to
the observation as seen in Figure 9. We should also note that
the simulated polar ﬁeld tended to show greater variation
than the observation, especially in Cycle 21. The possible
reasons of this discrepancy will be the optimization procedure
focusing only on the axial dipole strength or the inconsistency
between the modeled and real sunspot group.
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and (q0, f0 ) is the location of the central point of the Gaussian
function. This Gaussian function can be analytically averaged
over the longitude

the meridional ﬂow (e.g., Hathaway & Rightmire 2011; Imada
& Fujiyama 2018), the randomness of the convective motion
(e.g., Upton & Hathaway 2014b), or the long-term variation of
the instrument and sunspot data. The temporal variation of the
morphological asymmetry (Tlatov et al. 2014, 2015) is a
possible source of the cycle dependence of the SFT process as
well. There is further scope for the optimization procedures in
our study. More sophisticated optimization procedures (e.g.,
Whitbread et al. 2017) should be used in future models with a
larger number of free parameters.
In this study, we attempted to quantify the possible impact of
the morphological asymmetry between leading and following
sunspots. However, there still exist large uncertainties, which
mainly arise from the lack of observational studies on this
topic. We used δspot=0.4 as the typical ratio between the
leading- and following-sunspot areas following Tlatov et al.
(2014). On the other hand, Muraközy et al. (2014) suggests that
the leading-sunspot area is typically 25% larger than the
following area, which corresponds to δspot∼0.8. The sunspot
area ratio of 0.8 inferred from Muraközy et al. (2014) is derived
only for the active regions where the number of leading
sunspots is equal to the number of following sunspots in each
active region. Because we are interested in the net effect of the
morphological asymmetry including the active regions that
have only leading spots, we used the results by Tlatov et al.
(2014). More observational studies should be carried out in the
future. The assumption of a Gaussian function is also a source
of uncertainty in this study. The sunspots do not show a
completely round shape nor a long tail far from the central
point as found in the Gaussian function. The actual active
regions are not always bipolar. The use of a more realistic
source term based on the observed magnetogram (e.g., Yeates
et al. 2015) will be a possible way to avoid these difﬁculties
including the realistic effect of the morphological asymmetry.

⎡ 2 (1 - cos b ) ⎤
1 2p
exp ⎢ ò
⎥⎦ df
0
⎣
2p
d2
⎡ 2 (1 - cos q cos q0 ) ⎤
= exp ⎢ ⎣
⎦⎥
d2
⎡ 2 sin q sin q0
⎤
1 2p
exp ⎢
cos (f - f0) ⎥ df
·
ò
2
0
⎣
⎦
2p
d
⎡ 2 (1 - cos q cos q0 ) ⎤
⎛ 2 sin q sin q0 ⎞
⎟,
= exp ⎢ ⎥⎦ · I 0 ⎜⎝
2
⎣
⎠
d
d2
(32)

B (q ) =

where I0 is the zeroth-order modiﬁed Bessel function of the ﬁrst
kind. As each BMR can be expressed as a sum of two Gaussian
functions, the above expression can be directly used to obtain
the one-dimensional ﬂux emergence term from the twodimensional BMR model.
The magnetic ﬂux of the Gaussian function is deﬁned by
F = R☉2

(31)

ò0

p

sin qdqB (q , f).

(33)

(34)

For real sunspots, we can assume that δ=2, and we obtain a
simpler relation,
F ~ pR☉2 d 2.

(35)

Appendix B
Effect of the Sunspot Diffusion on the Leading/following
Asymmetry
The analytical expression of the diffusing magnetic patch
can be written as
⎡ ⎛ r 2⎞⎤
B (r , t ) µ exp ⎢ - ⎜
⎟ ⎥,
⎣ ⎝ d (t ) ⎠ ⎦

(36)

d (t )2 = d 20 + 4ht

(37)

where

and δ0 is the initial size of magnetic patch at t=0.
The spatial size of an initially small magnetic patch can be
comparable to its latitude λc when

For simplicity, we consider the longitudinal average of the
Gaussian function on a sphere,

cos b = cos q cos q0 + sin q sin q0 cos (f - f0)

df

⎡
⎛ 4 ⎞⎤
F = pR☉2 d 2 ⎢1 - exp ⎜ - 2 ⎟ ⎥.
⎝ d ⎠⎦
⎣

Appendix A
One-dimensional Expression of Magnetic Patch
in the BMR Model

(30)

2p

Without loss of generality, we can set θ0=0. The magnetic
ﬂux can be derived as
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the Center for Integrated Data Science, Institute for SpaceEarth Environmental Research, Nagoya University through the
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were acquired by SOLIS instruments operated by NISP/NSO/
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Colorado Boulder “PetaLibrary.”

⎡ 2 (1 - cos b ) ⎤
B (q , f) = exp ⎢ ,
⎣
⎦⎥
d2

ò0

t

where

⎛ l ⎞2 ⎛ 250 km2 s-1 ⎞
l 2c
~ 171 ⎜ c ⎟ ⎜
⎟ days.
⎝ 10 ⎠ ⎝
⎠
h
4h

(38)

This timescale is comparable to that of the magnetic ﬂux
transport by the poleward meridional ﬂow.
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The time evolution of the asymmetry can be estimated by
this relation
fd (t ) =

(d F )2 + 4ht
d (t ) F
= 0L 2
.
L
d (t )
(d 0 ) + 4ht

(39)

This is a monotonic function that approaches fδ=1. The result
indicates that, without the effect of the ﬂow, ﬂux cancellation,
and nonlinear effects, the asymmetry is maximum when the
sunspots were ﬁrst introduced in the SFT simulation and
gradually reduced in time. The relaxation timescale of the
asymmetry can be approximated as
t~

1
max (d 0L , d 0F ).
4h

(40)

With the magnetic diffusion of 250 km2 s−1 and the spatial size
of 4°, the timescale becomes approximately 27 days. The
asymmetry of a BMR with greater spatial size continues to be
longer and has a stronger effect on the polar ﬁeld formation.

Figure 10. Axial dipole strength of the WSO (black dotted) and calibrated
NSO (red solid) synoptic magnetograms.

Appendix C
Data Calibration between WSO and NSO Synoptic Maps
In this study, the synoptic magnetogram data observed by
NSO was used for the comparison with the observation in
Section 5. Here, we describe the calibration of the NSO data such
that the axial dipole strength of the NSO and WSO data shows
agreement. The reason why we chose the axial dipole strength
observed by the WSO data as a reference for the calibration of the
NSO data is because (1) the quality of the WSO data appears to
be uniform in time, and (2) we used the WSO data to optimize
our SFT simulations in Section 5. We do not intend to argue
which observation is better or worthwhile.
We combined two synoptic magnetograms observed by the
NSO/KPVT (available from 1976 until 2003) and NSO/SOLIS
(from 2003). According to the description ﬁle of the KPVT data
(ftp://nispdata.nso.edu/kpvt/synoptic/README), the KPVT
synoptic magnetogram map data are combined from different
instruments. The data were calibrated with the axial dipole
strength of the WSO data using the least-squares method to
determine the spatially and temporally uniform correction factor
for scaling the synoptic magnetic ﬁeld data. For the KPVT data,
we discovered a better ﬁtting result by assuming two different
correction factors before and after Carrington rotation number
1863 (around 1992 November). We believe this is reasonable
considering the change of observational instruments around 1992.
We used a temporally constant correction factor for SOLIS data.
Figure 10 shows the time evolution of the axial dipole
strength of the WSO data and calibrated NSO data following
the above procedure. Although the dispersion of the KPVT
data exists before 1992, the overall evolution of the axial dipole
strength seems to be in good agreement with the WSO data.
Figure 11 shows the time evolution of the polar magnetic ﬁeld
averaged where the latitude is greater than 55°. Although the
NSO data are not calibrated for the averaged polar magnetic
ﬁeld, the NSO data show good agreement with the WSO data.
Although better calibration procedures should exist considering
the latitudinal or temporal dependence of the correction factors,
we believe that the calibrated data have a marginal accuracy for
rough comparison on the strength and shape of the magnetic
butterﬂy diagram. We therefore use this calibrated NSO data as
a reference to be compared with the simulated data in
Section 5.

Figure 11. Polar magnetic ﬁeld strength averaged over ∣l∣  55 of the WSO
(black) and calibrated NSO (red) synoptic maps. The polar ﬁelds in the
northern and southern hemispheres are shown by the solid and dashed lines,
respectively.
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